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PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE and the SEALING OF TRUTH

As many of you are now aware we are not dealing with any “virus” in the scientific description
of one, WE ARE now witnessing the psychological warfare that has enslaved and imprisoned
humanity  since they were placed in  this  dimensional  space.   The onslaught  of  triggering
material and altered information continues and those who are under the “spell” of this warfare
and now displaying various trauma symptoms. 

The latest lock down that has been instigated is pushing many over the edge and this is part
and parcel of this intense onslaught.  At present I am studying for a degree in psychology and
this is getting triggering in its own way as I can see what I am studying being replicated in the
wider world. I want to share an article from TIME magazine which is around 2010, the YEAR
is significant because as many of you are aware the warfare did not just happen in March
2020, it was a long time in its delivery and the physical plane is so low in frequency that what
occurs on other dimensional planes takes some linear time to drip thru.  As with all drips they
collectively PULL. 

http://content.time.com/time/arts/article/0,8599,1972981,00.html

The article talks about the base experiment that was done in the 60s and was done to reveal
how when placed in the correct conditions with the correct language used what humans will
do will go against their own morality.  Its shocking (but probably not a complete surprise) that
at least 70 percent if not more will go AGAINST their own moral compass when faced with
“authority”.   This is what we will begin to see at an everyday waking human level in the outer
reality and we require to be prepared for it. 

The breaking of humanity is permitted by Wider Creation in TRUTH because it permits for a
frequency opening that allows TRUTH to ENTER fully. Up until this time we have been being
prepared for this moment.  We have to understand that the outer waking reality is not out with
any control, there is a VAST picture that is being presented but in our human physical form we
can see but a FRACTION of it.   WE ARE guided to remain deep within the heart space, we
will be opposed if we try to go back to the human logical mind. It is the human logical mind
that is being attacked because it is conditioned to respond, those who are fully surrendered to
the  logic  and reason conditioning  become like  the  walking  dead,  they cannot  hear,  they
cannot see, they are in FULL SURVIVAL MODE and we need to accept this. 

For many months now the message from ORION has been that we have to be in service to
Wider  Creation in  TRUTH and we have been guided and aided to  release the hold that
humanity have over our human physical vehicles.  They will react like the traumatized beings
that they are in TRUTH.  View this akin to trying to aid a wounded animal, the animal will bite,
it will attack and try to stop the aid because it does not understand anything other than it is in
pain and there is a person standing over it. 
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When dealing with the general public and for many of us with our own human families it is
vital that we come from the HEART space and only the HEART space. Trying to talk and to
explain furthers the pain because part of the opening of humanity is to reveal the sheer level
of grief they exist within.  

There is no LOVE in TRUTH in this dimensional space until we got here, NONE. It is a prison
colony  where  the  SOUL is  made  to  live  in  purgatory,  breaking  and  fracturing  from  one
generation to another.  What we see in the outer waking world has always been there but the
veils were placed over it.  It is triggering, it is raw, you will meet some people who will fully act
out their trauma and try to pull us into it. 

Recognizing the pain that is reflected helps us, we will be aided in our release of the pain
frequency that is resonating and then we move further into the VAST picture but we do so
from a place of clarity.  KNOW that HEAVEN is open and waiting, those who cannot go on any
longer in this grief are given the MERCY of HEAVEN.   WE ARE prepared, what can try to
prevent us is the idea that we are so few in a sea of millions who are grieving. It  is not
physical vehicles that is driving this but FREQUENCY.  

LOVE in TRUTH is stronger, it is more pliable, it is more comforting and more powerful than
any other  frequency that  exists.   Surrender is our strength.  We will  be placed where we
require to be by WIDER CREATION IN TRUTH.  If we default to our human logical mind we
will feel like we are being swept away by the current that is now flowing.  In all journeys thru
grief there are various stages that are experienced. ANGER is one major junction and one
that humanity are now ready to reach. The backlash from those around us is in response to
their own GRIEF and nothing to do with us. We are aided in reaching this thru our surrender
of  our  own pain  frequency and we are  then sealed IN Christ.  This  is  the  prophecy that
humanity understand as the sealing of the 144,000. 

The return of CHRIST is the return of TRUTH IN HUMAN FORM.   This will be revealed thru
the dream time and thru the signs and symbols that will now flood into our outer waking reality
in TRUTH.  

BE STILL AND KNOW CREATOR THRU HIS SON CHRIST. 

ALL JUST IS and WE ARE 

Karen
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